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AVEO
Refined line style provides functionality and usability of all Aveo products

Discover modern ideas
AVEO collection is characterized by flowing lines and
soft shape which combine simplicity and elegance.
Those people who appreciate functionality, perfection
and distinguished interior style will definitely find AVEO
product line to their taste.
You will be captivated by bath design aesthetics and
flexibility in its application.

A bathroom cabinet has a high-class decoration
combining the spirit of minimal art and city style.
Acrylic bath – creative solution for contemporary
design of a bathroom. The product is made from 6 mm
thick acrylic sheet formed by differential heating on
advanced automated moulding equipment, providing
uniform thickness of bath walls.
Wall-hung cabinet perfectly blends with basin and wall
faucet. Proportional to cabinet size mirror wardrobe
and column cabinet with conveniently-arranged
internal shelves harmoniously fit into the ensemble.
Aveo collection embodies creative skill and invaluable
experience of distinguished designers Michael Keisset
and Fabio Zanetti who incarnated their visions in this
collection like a breeze having created ineffable
combination of emotions and bliss.
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ACRYLIC BATH
Take a dive into a new dimension! Liberate yourself, feel free and relax for real

SUPPLY

Asymmetrical shape of AVEO acrylic bath provides for additional space in a bathroom.
This maintains incredible comfort and brings the real pleasure while taking a bath. Oneof-a-kind elegant appearance is formed by perfect bath design in combination with
classic front panel.
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Vendor code

: 12030010

Size

: 1700 x 1100 x 590 mm

Warranty

: 20 years

Suitable for

: mixer 12030080

Standard supply package includes: bath; mounting frame; chromed overflow protection
device, drain kit and water trap to connect.
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WALL-STANDING TOILET
It attracts your attention due to specific design features

SUPPLY

Soft angles in combination with flowing stream lines create atmosphere of elegant luxury.
It is top style bathroom accessory due to its high-quality standards of used materials,
modern compact design and concealed mounting system.
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Vendor code

: 12030020

Size

: 560 х 370 х 410 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 12030140; bidet 12030030; concealed inwall
tank 12030110

Standard supply package includes: wall-standing bowl with horizontal discharge; quickdetachable duroplastic seat with soft-close cover and chromed metal hinges; floor
mounting fixing set.
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WALL-HUNG CABINET
Choosing Aveo cabinet, you choose quality and comfort

SUPPLY

This model combines a unique style with opportunity for enhanced comfortable storage of
daily necessities. The cabinet has three soft-close drawers. These features make wallhung storage cabinet a perfect complement to all AVEO products.
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Vendor code

: 12030040

Size

: 1890 х 550 х 350 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: basin 12030050; mirror wardrobe 12030070;
column cabinet 12030060

Standard supply package includes: wall-hung cabinet; fixing set to mount the cabinet on
the wall.
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BASIN
This is what your day begin with

You will be captivated by its oval shape and laconic manner, smooth tangency between
bends and curves. The basin in combination with the cabinet creates harmonized interior
appearance.

Vendor code

: 12030050

Size

: 630 х 430 х 100 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: cabinet 12030040; mixer 12030090

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: basin; fixing set for built-in or general mounting.
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BATH FAUCET
Ideal for side mounting and running Aveo bath

Contemporary design of a bathroom is created by exquisite and perfect shape of a bath
faucet. This model serves as an extension to AVEO collection where all design elements
complement each other including minute details.

Vendor code

: 12030080

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: bath 12030010

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: bath faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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